
Text Mix Images

Are you 
referencing detailed 

charts/data?

Do you directly 
use/reference the images in your 

lecture?

YES NO
No,they are 

decorative images 
to convey felling 

or interest.

Yes,the images 
are relevant to the 

topic

Record your 
lecture via Zoom 
and share your 

screen to display 
your slides.

Provide your 
lecture as written 

document in 
Canvas either by 

uploading a file or 
writing directly on a 

course page.

ADDITIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS: 

You have points 
where you can talk 
without referencing 

an image.

BEST Personally demo 
something physically,tell 
a captivating story,always 
pick images important to 
the material(an image is 
not just a pretty picture)

Is your lecture mostly 
images or text/bullet 

points?

Information

How do you teach your Online Classes?

Modeling 
and Explaining

Is your lecture mostly 
images or text/bullet 

points?

ADDITIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS: 

You have points 
where you can talk 
without referencing 

an image.

ADDITIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS: 

You have points 
where you can talk 
without referencing 

an image.

Emphasizing 
main points 

though examples and 
YouTube(CC)video 

demos

Formulas

Do you have 
written notes?NO YES

Consider using a 
tablet with pen tool.

Or record your lecture 
via Zoom using the 

Annotation tool(pen)to 
annotate while you 

talk

Post your notes,
readings on PPT in 
Canvas,either by 
adding URL to the 

module or via 
Files/upload file to 

course and link file to 
page.

Do you still 
think its 

important to 
demo?(YES)

Active Learning

Discussion forum post and 
required peer comments about 

the topic,group problem 
solving on Google doc using 

Zoom breakout Rooms 
tool,individual 

drawing/diagramming taking a 
photo and posting,field 

work(go somewhere take a 
picture) and return to post in 
discussion forum,Zoom Q&A 

team presentations,and more...

Try to include the following 
components in your courses

Video or audio clips Student interaction
Low and high stakes 

assignments

Provide direct links to the 
video or audio clips by 
adding them to canvas 

Module.Consider linking 
directly via Outside URL tool 
or to a course page so you 
can add additional written 

context.

Require peer-to-peer 
comments and peer 

review,but provide guidelines 
for how you'd like students to 

respond.
Link a communication Policy 
page to your course syllabus

Add grading rubrics to all 
high stakes assignments. 
Include clear expectation 
descriptions to establish 

mutual accountability.
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